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The guest of honour at the 2018 Vic-Wells Association’s

Shakespeare’s birthday party was Claire Bloom and it was

particularly appropriate that the party was held in the rehearsal

room where Claire rehearsed during her time at the Old Vic. She

hadn’t enjoyed studying at the Central School of Speech and

Drama, but here at the Vic she had revelled in working on the

rôles of Juliet, (with Alan Badel as Romeo and Peter Finch as

Mercutio), Ophelia (to Richard Burton’s Hamlet). She also played

Viola in a Twelfth Night that included John Neville as Orsino, Paul

Daneman as Feste, Richard Burton almost unrecognisable as a

bewhiskered Sir Toby Belch and Michael Hordern as Malvolio.

Meanwhile Viola’s twin Sebastian was played by Robert Hardy

(How could Claire Bloom ever be mistaken for Robert Hardy?). 

Our President, Nickolas

Grace, introduced

Claire and pointed out

how early her career

took off – she was only

21 when she was

picked out by Charlie

Chaplin to star in

Limelight: a daunting

prospect, but Chaplin

was totally supportive.

Nickolas then reminisced about time spent working with Claire on Brideshead

Revisited when Nickolas played the outrageous Anthony Blanche and Claire played Lady Marchmain. Claire commented that

although the cast was stellar, it was producer Derek Granger who was crucial in convincing her to do the series.

Claire’s speech was the first try out of the Vic-Wells

microphone, purchased so that speakers at parties can

be heard more easily. However, the mic was not really

needed. Two highly skilled actors – Nickolas and Claire –

addressing a party in the rehearsal room were not facing

the same acoustic challenges that confronted Dame Beryl

Grey. At the Twelfth Night party in January, Dame Beryl

was trying to speak in the Old Vic second floor bar, whilst

a lot of noise was going on downstairs in the foyer.

Before toasting Shakespeare, Claire made a passionate

speech about how downright silly it is to suggest that

Shakespeare’s plays weren’t written by him and she

spoke eloquently of how wonderful Shakespeare’s plays

are.  Clutching the bust of Shakespeare, she declared

how incredible it was that all those words came out of this

one brain! She then toasted him with enormous

enthusiasm, which was greeted with great éclat. 



The Bristol Theatre Collection

The Bristol Theatre Collection currently has three exhibitions, which will run until autumn 2018: 

All the world’s a stage: EMOTION AND THEATRE

It explores the display of emotion on stage as well as its manifestation behind the scenes and in other contexts... and

the performed emotion created by Live Art. The works selected from the holdings of the Theatre Collection include

photography, etching, caricature, set and costume designs.

In Character: Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh 1937-1973

The University of Bristol Theatre Collection holds a fascinating array of objects relating to Laurence Olivier and Vivien

Leigh that reveal the relationship between actor, character and costume... 

LOV200: celebrating the 200th anniversary of London Old Vic

One which members of the Vic-Wells Association may be particularly interested in drawing on the London Old Vic Archive

at the Theatre Collection, the exhibition will feature prints, photographs, playbills and ephemera to celebrate the history

of the London Old Vic Theatre, founded originally as the Royal Cobourg Theatre in 1818. The exhibition will feature

materials about the influential managers Emma Cons and Lilian Baylis as well as a fragment from the spectacular ‘glass

curtain’ hung on stage in 1826!

NOTE: The Theatre Collection will be closed for its annual collections management work from Tuesday 28th August -

Monday 17th September (inclusive).

Lecture on Lilian Baylis

In September Liz Schafer will be giving a lecture to the Friends of the Bristol Theatre Collection, on Lilian Baylis, the Old

Vic’s centenary, plus the theatre’s role in creating the modern nativity play!

  AN APPEAL TO LIFE MEMBERS

Elsewhere in this issue, you will see the announcement that, with regret and after very

many years, your Committee has had to increase the annual membership subscription.

It was felt appropriate therefore to ask Life Members if they could help too. 

Life Membership subscriptions were amortised at the rate of 10% per annum meaning

that the funds from a subscription taken out more than ten years ago are now used up.

A financial donation of any amount will be gratefully received. 

Cheques, made payable to the Vic-Wells Association, should be sent to The Treasurer,

Vic-Wells Association, 128 Gloucester Terrace, London W2 6HP. Unless you wish to do

so, for instance if you want a receipt and enclose an SAE, it is only necessary to write

your name and address on the back of the cheque.
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Inside the Vic-Wells - News and Views
Send your news, views and comments to the Broadsheet Editor vwbroadsheet@hotmail.co.uk

The Vic-Wells Association’s President Nickolas Grace - has just finished directing Sheridan’s A Trip

to Scarborough at the Royal Central School. In May, he was invited to the Granada Festival in Spain,

to be part of the Lorca Festival, to introduce the award-winning Death of A Poet (Lorca, muerte de

un poeta) the 1987 Juan Antonio Bardem film in which Nickolas played Lorca. This year is the 120th

anniversary of Lorca’s birth.

Liam Scarlett - the first recipient of the Vic-Wells Association’s Ninette de Valois Trust Fund

choreographic award, and now an international choreographer, has been entrusted with the

choreography for the new Royal Ballet Swan Lake, and the production has been a great success. The

production was seen in cinemas on 12th June.

The Celebration of Vi Marriott, MBE - took place at at the Actors’ Church Covent Garden on 14th June.

Vi was an assistant to Sir Laurence Olivier at the Old Vic, and to Frank Dunlop at the Young Vic. She

was 97 when she died. VW’s President Nickolas Grace represented the Vic-Wells and also contributed

to the Celebration of Vi’s life.

The V-Ws Treasurer - reminds all Annual Members of the Association that their subscription for 2018-

19 is now due for payment.  However, in order to maintain the size and quality of your Broadsheet,

and after much discussion, the Committee regrets that an increase in the subscription rate has

become necessary. The Treasurer’s records show that the rates have not changed for at least 18

years, in which time all costs have increased considerably. 

As from 1 July 2018, ALL members are asked to pay £10 per annum. 

Comedian Tim Key - brings his critically acclaimed solo show Megadate to the Old Vic on Friday 28th

September at 9.30pm. And also on Friday 28th September at 5pm at the Old Vic co-founder of the
Big Dance Theater, Annie-B Parson can be seen in conversation with Dance Umbrella Artistic Director
Emma Gladstone ahead of 17c on Friday 28th September. 17c runs at the Old Vic from 26 - 29th
September.

Terence Stamp - will be interviewed about his latest book, The Ocean Fell into the Drop and about

his career by Nicolas Grace on 19th July at the Buxton Festival. In this “different kind of

show-business memoir” Stamp writes about his twin obsessions - acting and mysticism. The Buxton

Festival is on from 6th to 22nd July 2018. www.buxtonfestival.co.uk

Cats choreographer Gillian Lynne - has died at 92, just days after the West End’s New London theatre

was renamed the Gillian Lynne Theatre in her honour. A major influence on dance and musical
theatre Dame Gillian began her career as a dancer with Sadler’s Wells. Last month, Cameron
Mackintosh renamed the New London Theatre in her honour in an eccentric ceremony during which
she was carried on a golden throne flanked by dancers from Cats.

English National Ballet - lead-principal Joseph Caley took time off from their production of Sleeping

Beauty at the London Coliseum to return as a guest with his former company Birmingham Royal

Ballet. He partnered his wife Jenna Roberts in lead roles in Kin, one of her final performances before

leaving BRB at the end of the season. Caley’s trip up Rosebury Avenue to Sadler’s Wells was slightly

delayed by a late requirement to partner the visiting Russian ballerina, Maria Alexandrova, in Sleeping

Beauty, following injury to her scheduled partner, fellow ENB lead-principal Aaron Robison.
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In the Upper Room Photos: Bill Cooper

Joseph Caley and Jenna Roberts in Kin

George Williamson’s Embrace

A Triptych of Triple Bills (Episode One)
Reviewed by Richard Reavill

This summer Sadler’s Wells hosted short seasons by three visiting dance

companies, Birmingham Royal Ballet, Semperoper Ballet of Dresden, and

Nederland Dans Theater. All had new work to display. The first, in mid June, was

BRB. Their season was split between performances of the MacMillan Romeo and

Juliet, and a triple bill of which one work was new, and another was a world

premiere. 

Up first was the new work, Kin, by Alexander Whitley, which was premiered last

year in Birmingham, but had not previously been seen in London. The music was

by Phil Kline, the designs by Jean-Marc Puisant, and the lighting by Peter Teigen.

An abstract ballet, it was strongly danced, particularly by the lead dancers, Jenna

Roberts and Joseph Caley. There was some interesting neo-classical

choreography. My only criticism of this work

was the lighting, which was often dim

almost to the point of invisibility. A long solo

sequence at the start danced by Roberts

was barely visible even from the mid stalls. 

Pity, as it was interesting material, very well

danced. Choreography with “atmospheric”

lighting still needs to seen; dance is, after all, a visual art.

The premiere was Embrace, by George Williamson, with music by Sarah Kirkland

Snider and designs by Madeleine Girling. It is a commission of Ballet Now, a project

to give opportunity to new choreographers, and was very much a personal statement

by George Williamson on the problems of a young man trying to come to terms with

his sexuality. When a dramaturg (Lou Cope) is listed in the credits I tend to get

nervous. Often, they seem to believe that a lot more plot and feeling can be projected

than is realistic for dance, and in this case just a little too much was attempted. Even

so, the performances were excellent, particularly Brandon Lawrence as the principal

protagonist. Delia Mathews and Max Maslen also impressed in lead roles, well supported by Lachlan Monaghan, Haoliang

Feng and Aitor Galende. George Williamson is clearly a talented choreographer, and I hope to see more of his work in the

future. Lighting, again by Peter Teigen, was a

bit brighter, but still not bright enough.

So to In the Upper Room, by Twyla Tharp to

music by Philip Glass. I love this ballet, and

would go to see a triple bill of which it was

part even if the other two were danced

versions of the telephone directory. This is

very much a “company” work, and practically

all BRB’s listed principals and soloists

appeared in it. I have seen it performed by

Tharp’s own company, and by other major

companies such as the Australian Ballet and

American Ballet Theater, but BRB surpasses

them. Why? Perhaps due to the versatility of

the dancers, or maybe they just enjoy the

work. The presentation at the Wells was excellent. The “room” was smoke-filled, the smoke drifted about, and dancers

appeared magically from the blackest of voids at the back of the stage. Yet the lighting by Jennifer Tipton ensured that every

move was visible. This was atmospheric lighting at its best. Lighting designers and young choreographers: observe, and

learn. Please!

Episodes two and three to follow!
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"The lack of "flying" space
above the temporary stage

meant that suspended
scenery was not an option"

Does the Show Suit the Venue?
 Richard Reavill investigates how ballet companies in periods of "homelessness" resort to unusual venues

"Fancy having to treasure
the memory of seeing

Ulanova dance the dying
swan in Croydon!"

The piece I wrote for the April 2018 Broadsheet about the Birmingham Royal Ballet season at the Royal Albert Hall made

me think about the less than satisfactory choices of venue made by ballet and opera companies in moments of desperation,

or flights of fancy. Even theatres which might, at a first glance, appear suitable, have been shown to be seriously

unsatisfactory. Also, there are some seemingly strange choices which have turned out to work, contrary to expectation. It

seems to depend on how well the show fits the venue, can be adjusted to fit the venue, or how the venue can be adapted

to fit the show. In London’s theatre-land, the problem appears to be a shortage of large theatres. This has been exacerbated

during the past decade by a considerable increase in the demand for musical shows, which are expensive to produce and

therefore require the ability to seat a large audience. The earlier demise of large theatres such as the Stoll Theatre and the

London Hippodrome to other uses such as cinemas or office blocks also contributed to the problem.

Adaptation of stadia such as the O2 Arena and the use of venues such as the Apollo Hammersmith  had limited success.

The O2 Arena was used, only once each, by the Royal Ballet for Romeo and Juliet and Birmingham Royal Ballet for

Nutcracker. Both used a specially built “proscenium” type stage. The vastness of the elliptical auditorium (capacity 20,000);

the “horse-shoe” configuration of the useable seating; and the proscenium style of production; all created problems lacking

an easy solution. Though the raking of the seats was good, thereby providing excellent visibility, the sheer size of the arena

meant that many spectators were far distant. Attempts to replicate an opera-house layout with a proscenium stage did not

work well, and the general ambience of the venue was not helpful. The dockland location of the O2 Arena, well away from

the usual theatre locations, may also have been a problem for the large numbers of punters required to make the

performances viable. 

On the plus side, English National Ballet achieved great success at the Albert Hall with spectacular versions of popular three-

act ballets such as Swan Lake and Romeo and Juliet. These employed all the arena space for the performers.  A vastly

expanded corps-de-ballet allowed the creation of spectacular classical choreography for Swan Lake , with the entire arena

filled with “swans”. Some dancers were close to spectators, even if others formed a distant vista. Solos and pas-de-deux

worked less well, and had to be placed fairly centrally on the dancing area.

For many years ENB in their earlier metamorphosis as London Festival Ballet had

the Festival Hall as their London base. They used a temporary stage cantilevered

from the terraced orchestra space, to give a dance area which was wide but

rather shallow. The term “window ledge” was much used in reviews to explain the

tendency for the choreography to be adapted to go left and right rather than fore

and aft. The lack of “flying” space above the temporary stage meant that

suspended scenery was not an option, and led to the development of hung

canvasses run-in from the side-stage area. The RB also used this venue after having been evicted from the Opera House

during its turn-of-the-millennium rebuild. Occasionally a visiting opera company would use the temporary stage, but it is less

problematic for opera as it is a more static art-form. It could, at a pinch, use part of the terraced orchestra area at the back

of the stage, although the prominently placed organ usually needed to be disguised by a piece of scenery. The orchestra

had to be located in front of the stage, and this often caused visibility problems for those in the front few rows. Even earlier

still, the temporary stage was used by visitors from Russia’s Bolshoi Ballet for one of their concert programmes. I particularly

remember one “smash and grab” pas-de-deux in which the ballerina performed a flying leap into the arms of her partner

waiting at the edge of the stage. The look of horror on the faces of the musicians trapped in the part of the orchestra area

which could have been her landing place, should the big lad miss the catch, was a delight. It would have satisfied a horror-

film director in search of a good model for actors meeting the monster.

Another venue used by the RB during the period of Opera House homelessness

was the Apollo Hammersmith. This large theatre in its semi-suburban location by

the A4 flyover is much used for rock concerts, and by Irish Dance companies less

concerned by its rather poor stage. The RB presented a season of block-buster

three-act ballets, and achieved good audiences despite the problems of the stage,

the aircraft-hanger ambience of the auditorium, and the lack of Opera House glitz.

Much earlier, at the very start of my introduction to ballet and opera, I recall the

extra concert performances given by the Bolshoi following their first visit to

London in the fifties. The Covent Garden Opera reclaimed the theatre at the end of the Bolshoi season, and the nearest

available large theatre was the old Davis Theatre in Croydon. There I saw Ulanova dance The Dying Swan, a never-to-be-
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The Old Vic centenary…
Professor Liz Schafer looks back to 1918 when Lilian Baylis marked the Old Vic's centenary 

Dame Ellen Terry as Mistress Page in The
Merry Wives of Windsor

"Ellen Terry was
adored by Old Vic

audiences"

forgotten experience. Also unforgettable was the cartoon in Punch the following week, which showed two superior ladies

taking tea. One comments: “Fancy having to treasure the memory of seeing Ulanova dance The Dying Swan in Croydon!”

For one short season, BRB performed their production of Nutcracker in the run-up to Christmas at the newly rebuilt Lyceum

Theatre. This worked very well. The stage was not very large, but the location, just down Bow Street from the Opera House,

was ideal. Unfortunately, commercial West End theatres are not generally available for short hires, particularly in the pre-

Christmas period, and then only at minimal notice following the unexpected failure of another show.

Some totally non-theatrical spaces have been pressed into service as theatres. The Kirov Ballet, as it then was, used a

temporary conversion of the inside of the old Horticultural Hall in Islington (now the Business Design Centre) for a short

season, and I saw my first Le Corsaire there. It worked reasonably well, though the seating was not very comfortable, and

the stage rather noisy. Earl’s Court Stadium has been used on many occasions for opera, with the audience sharing half

the arena with the set. Large audiences were accommodated, but the lack of raking for the arena seating caused visibility

problems, and the need for amplification of the singing gave a less than ideal sound. A large permanent set was used, and

this worked well for the crowd scenes with a full chorus, but less well for intimate scenes between soprano and tenor.

This perhaps brings us back to the successful use of another large venue. English National Ballet, and Birmingham Royal

Ballet, and also The Royal Opera and other dance groups have used the Royal Albert Hall on various occasions. ENB

recreated ballets to suit the venue. BRB adapted both the show and the venue, which required creativity and ingenuity.  So

the formula for success is adaptation plus creativity plus ingenuity.

Given the recent celebration of the Old Vic’s bicentenary, it seems a good moment to look at the extraordinary way in which

Lilian Baylis marked the theatre’s centenary. In May 1918, of course, the First World War was still dominating most people’s

thoughts and although at the Old Vic the show always went on, even when there were Zeppelin bombers aiming for Waterloo

overhead, the celebration of the theatre’s centenary was delayed until 25 October.  The Old Vic then mounted a special

matinee, attended by the Queen and Princess Mary, which offered an overview

of the Old Vic’s history. A series of scenes were presented where performers in

1918 attempted to perform in the manner of their predecessors, that is, to

perform a kind of theatre history. Given that the Old Vic had had a period as a

blood tub, it seems appropriate that director/ actor Philip Ben Greet played

opposite Athene Seyler in an extract from George Dibdin Pitt’s 1839 play Simon

Lee, or The Murder of Five Fields Copse and attempted to play this extract

‘historically’. The Observer applauded Greet’s

‘wooden emotion’ and Seyler’s ‘equally

hackneyed personification of innocence’,

which suggests that melodrama was rather

being looked down on and guyed. Director and

actor Matheson Lang produced a scene from

The Taming of the Shrew as it would have

been played in 1818, inspired by Cruikshank illustrations. The Observer

commented Lang looked ‘for all the world like a bold bad buccaneer from the

Spanish main’. Contemporary Shakespeare was represented by a sequence

from Macbeth, played by the 1918 Old Vic company. Ellen Terry, who was

adored by Old Vic audiences, performed two party pieces: the ‘quality of mercy’

speech from The Merchant of Venice and Juliet’s potion scene from Romeo and

Juliet. Of course, by 1918, Terry’s acting of these roles might seem like a trip

down memory lane, or even theatre history.

The rest of the programme was also extraordinary: Charles Croker-King

impersonated the virtuoso violinist Paganini; Russell Thorndike performed as

the famous entertainer and clown Grimaldi; Henry Vibert appeared as the Duke

of Wellington, who had extended patronage to the Old Vic when it first opened as the Royal Coburg. It all sounds like a heady

mix of living history, costume ball, celebration and Baylis’s canniness in terms of marketing, all mixed into one. 
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Mood Music
Christine Dillon reviews Joe Penhall’s Mood Music which has just finished its run at the Old Vic

Seana Kerslake and Ben Chaplin in Mood Music Photo: Tristram Kenton

“Despite the shortage of music, I
liked this play for its

unvarnished honesty”

I arrived at Mood Music thinking I was in for an evening of song exploring the myths of the music industry.  There was very

little song but plenty of exploring the myths behind musical creativity.  We saw the manipulation of artist and product, and

the power held over both by corporate concerns and controlling big name producers.

At the play’s centre is the relationship

between celebrated producer Bernard

(Ben Chaplin) and emerging song

writing/singing talent Cat (Seána

Kerslake).  Cat and Raymond have been

united by the record company in a move

to commercially style the artist and

maximise their investment.  Bernard

proceeds to mould and change Cat’s

musical vision to his own will and tastes. 

She is left damaged and disillusioned by

the entire process.  On hand as a

sounding board is her psychotherapist

Vanessa (Jemma Redgrave) who listens

and advises as Cat questions her own

integrity and sanity.  Bernard’s own

psychotherapist Ramsay (Pip Carter)

prowls the stage lending an ear and

exploring Bernard’s motives and past and

present behaviour.  As the relationship

descends into acrimony, both leads

become “lawyered-up” and are

energetically represented by Neil Stuke

and Kurt Egyiawan as Seymour and Miles. 

Finally, Bernard attempts to take all the

creative glory of the collaboration whilst

some disturbing stories about events

during Cat’s tour come to light.

Joe Penhall shows us the power plays at work.  Commercial necessity drives record companies to propel their artists to

profitability. Care for the artist takes second place to the needs and means that facilitate this. I applaud Penhall’s choice

to focus on the obstacles faced by female performers whose status is disproportionally undermined in an industry where

sexism plays out everywhere and where female sexuality is exploited to its fullest.  In this particular case Cat’s musical ideas

are disregarded by Bernard.  Her vulnerability is ignored and shameless sexist behaviour, when she is on tour, merely

becomes a tool for the lawyers to use. 

Ben Chaplin successfully underpins the action with his portrayal of the

hard-nosed producer.  He has many of the best lines that hit home and

find recognition and laughs in the audience.  The banter between him and

Neil Stuke is sharp and illuminating and all the players add to a lively and

polished performance. 

Notwithstanding the shortage of music, which I would have liked a flavour of to bring to life the talent that was being

skewered, I liked this play for its unvarnished honesty. The staging was minimal but worked as a way of keeping all the

players on stage.  Support actors alternated between the main action and the back shadows where they watched

proceedings like vultures awaiting their pickings. 
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COMING SOON

  Old Vic Theatre www.oldvictheatre.com
  Waterloo Road, London SE1 8NB 0844 871 7628

7 July – 25 August A Monster Calls
On publication, A Monster Calls became a bestseller with
children and adults alike with its dazzling insight into
love, loss and healing. Suitable for ages 10+.

3 - 22 September SYLVIA
Co-written by Kate Prince and Priya Parmar with original
music by Josh Cohen and DJ Walde, SYLVIA is a modern
musical celebrating the life of Sylvia Pankhurst...

Sadler’s Wells, Rosebery Avenue, London EC1R 4TN  0844 871 0090 www.sadlerswells.com
Main Theatre Stills from Sadler’s Wells website used with permission

20 - 22 Jul China National Traditional Orchestra
26 - 28 Jul Company Wayne McGregor - Autobiography
1 - 18 Aug Carmen La Cubana 
2 Sep National Youth Ballet - Bright Young Things 
12 - 16 Sep Natalia Osipova - Pure Dance
20 - 29 Sep English National Ballet - Lest We Forget
4 – 6 Oct William Forsythe - A Quiet Evening of Dance
11 - 13 Oct Julie Cunningham / Alesandra Seutin / Botis Seva

Reckonings - Reckonings
16 - 17 Oct Dimitris Papaioannou - The Great Tamer
20 Oct China National Peking Opera Company
22 - 24 Oct Jasmin Vardimon Company - Medusa
30 - 31 Oct Birmingham Royal Ballet - Fire and Fury
1 - 3 Nov Birmingham Royal Ballet - La Fille mal gardée 
Lilian Baylis Studio
12 - 14 Sep Jefta van Dinther - Dark Field Analysis
15 Sep Breakin’ Convention Presents: Open Art Surgery
9 - 10 Oct Young Associates - Mixed Bill
18 - 22 Oct Akram Khan Company - Chotto Desh
19 - 20 May City Academy Identity
24 - 25 May Wild Card Humanhood
5 - 8 Jun Akram Khan Company Portraits in Otherness
14 - 15 Jun Alexandra Waierstall And here we meet
17 - 18 Jun London Studio Centre Images Ballet 2018
Peacock Theatre
Portugal Street, Kingsway, London WC2A 2HT
18 - 22 Jul Che Malambo
1, 5 & 7 Sep British Youth Opera - The Enchanted Island 
4, 6 & 8 Sep British Youth Opera - The Rake’s Progress
18 - 22 Sep Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo
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